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**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuPc</td>
<td>Copper Phthalocyanine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEED</td>
<td>Low Energy Electron Detraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Low Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Root Mean Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb</td>
<td>Antimony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>Silicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STM</td>
<td>Scanning Tunneling Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHV</td>
<td>Ultra High Vacuum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 The motivation of this Study

1.1 How to form quantum wire - Advancement in microelectronics

The advancement of electronics has continuously had a substantial impact on the society and economy of modern life. Some of the examples of such advancement are, for instance, microprocessors with supreme calculation capacity, visual devices with devastatingly high spatial and color resolution. These are the achievements of modern technologies enabled by the tremendous amount of basic research on material science and electronics. The material sciences on semiconductor surfaces are of particular importance due to their wide variety of applications in modern electronic devices.\(^\text{[1, 2, 3, 4]}\)

Solid-state physics formulated the understanding of the material characteristics such as electronic and optical properties by the periodic potential model in a superstructure.\(^\text{[5]}\) The superstructure is a periodical construction of unit structures, e.g., atoms, molecules. The material properties can be engineered by controlling the periodicity of atoms or molecules, forming a designated superstructure. The superstructure can be; three-dimensional when applied to the bulk properties, two-dimensional when applied to the interface between two materials, one-dimensional when applied to wires, or zero-dimensional for dots. Along with the further needs in the semiconductor industrial applications, a wide variety of materials is studied to identify promising candidates that can bring the designated superstructure into reality.\(^\text{[6, 7]}\)
To form the superstructure, however, the techniques such as the photolithography or bottom-up approach, e.g., single molecular manipulation $^{[8,9,10]}$, may possess challenges in achieving atomic level topographical order, engineering viability, or the speed of the manufacturing process to obtain a meaningful amount of the superstructure for realistic devices. $^{[2,3,4]}$

1.2 Organic molecules with self-assembly

The self-assembly nature of organic molecules is a promising candidate for forming such superstructures in a fast and reliable fabrication process. Many types of organic molecules are already used in electronic device applications due to their variable nature in electronic and physical properties. $^{[11,12,13,14]}$

To fabricate a novel organic-inorganic hybrid device, it is essential to understand and control the organic molecules’ self-assembly nature on the inorganic semiconductor surfaces. $^{[15,16,17]}$ One promising idea to induce the self-assembly of the organic molecules on the inorganic semiconductor surface is to utilize the nanoscale structure on the semiconductor surface. The self-assembly of organic molecules is a result of the affinity or repulsion of the unit molecular structure. A crystal of any molecule is one example of the self-assembly nature. The crystal structure is defined by the nature of the molecules how they aggregate, resulting in forming a superstructure.
One method is to utilize the scanning probe technique to control the location of molecules. A straightforward approach is to manipulate a single atom or molecule by the tip of a scanning probe.\cite{8,9,10} Such techniques can locate the molecules at a designated location deterministically. However, the whole process takes significant effort to fabricate a large-scale structure when considered for future device application, which is not realistic. A promising idea is demonstrated by combining the self-assembly nature by modifying the affinity of the substrate by inducing a change in chemical condition by the tip of the scanning probe technique. By altering the surface affinity only on a location on the surface, a molecule can be anchored to a designated pattern on the substrate.\cite{15} The speed and precision can be improved in manipulating the organic molecules on an inorganic substrate. However, still, utilizing the scanning probe technique to alter the surface affinity requires significant effort to fabricate a large structure which is not realistic for device application. Thus, the future device application requires a technique that does not involve a scanning probe technique to alter the surface affinity to anchor a molecule. Such novel technique shall have the capability to construct a designated low-dimensional structure of organic molecules, \textit{i.e.}, one or two-dimensional structure.

The vicinal surface of crystalline silicon has been proposed as a promising candidate as a template for hosting such superstructures.\cite{6,18,19,20,21} It is also essential to form such superstructures combined with the already proven semiconductor technologies. Integrating the molecular self-assembly technique to the existing semiconductor technology can benefit from the paramount applications of semiconductor devices.
Vicinal silicon surface can serve as an ideal substrate to control the molecular superstructure formation on designated topographical locations while utilizing the existing semiconductor technologies. Vicinal surface, a subtle slope on a crystal silicon surface, having atomic layers steps may precipitate the formation of molecular superstructures. (Fig. 1.2)\textsuperscript{18, 19, 20, 22} An insightful study was performed by Rauscher et al. to utilize the selective adsorption of organic molecules on a stepped structure on a vicinal silicon surface by controlling the surface affinity.\textsuperscript{22} The study successfully demonstrates the potential of the vicinal silicon surface as a template for an organic molecule to form a low-dimensional structure. However, the alignment of single molecules into controlled self-assembly remained a challenge.
In order to induce such self-assembly, there are two essential conditions that the surface and the organic molecule need to meet. Firstly, there should be adequate molecular mobility on the surface to form a self-assembly structure. This is achieved by deactivating the dangling bonds on the surface by, for example, hydrogen. (Fig. 1.3) Secondly, at the same time, the anchoring the molecule at the designated location for fabricating the device structure, namely anchoring by the step edges. Namely, the dangling bonds on the terrace need to be deactivated, while those on the step edges are still active to anchor the organic molecules in order to induce the self-assembly utilizing the vicinal silicon surface.

---

**Fig. 1.2** Scanning tunneling microscopy image of two steps (dark lines) for a vicinal Si(111) 7x7 surface. (a) 40 x 70 nm² (b) 340 x 390 nm². Reproduced from Lin et al. [19], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

---

**Fig. 1.3** A schematic model of a bare vicinal Si(111)1x1 surface. The surface dangling bonds are on the terraces and on the step edges as indicated by arrows on the right most step edge.
On the other hand, organic semiconductors are already utilized in device applications and widely studied in depths.\[11, 12, 13\] Amongst those materials, copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) is one of the materials which attracted attention from the early stage of organic semiconductor studies\[1\], and is shown to exert promising electric properties for device applications.\[23, 24\] There are extensive studies of CuPc on its electronic structure\[25, 26, 27\], as well as the crystallographic morphology on semiconductor surfaces.\[28, 16, 29, 30\]

Combining the vicinal silicon surface as a template to form an ordered organic semiconductor material structure has excellent potential as a building block for future novel device fabrication. This self-assembly method is expected to exert several advantages in order to fabricate the superstructure. Firstly, fast fabrication speed due to the intrinsic nature of the self-assembly process. The molecular self-assembly is faster compared to the single molecular manipulation by the mechanical probe technique. Secondly, the resulting superstructure is expected to exert molecular precision of the periodicity, which is expected from the crystallographic nature of the organic molecules.

1.3 Molecular mobility and substrate passivation: Governing factors for self-assembly

It is also essential to understand the effect of the interface between the organic molecules and the inorganic semiconductor surface, especially when the mechanical mo-
bility of the surface is largely affected by the binding energy of the molecule to the substrate.\textsuperscript{[31, 32, 33]} To utilize the step structure of the vicinal silicon substrate, the ideal surface passivation is with the element that increases the mobility of the organic molecules while keeping the atomic structure of the vicinal silicon substrate.

Hydrogen passivation on a clean silicon surface is known to deactivate the surface and result in the self-assembly of organic molecules.\textsuperscript{[16, 28, 29]} Hydrogen passivation is the straightforward choice to cap the dangling bonds on the vicinal silicon surface because atomic hydrogen is the minimum unit of an element. The purpose of this Study is to utilize the steps and terraces on the vicinal silicon surface. Thus, the surface passivation process is required to preserve the prepared vicinal silicon substrate’s surface flatness. For this purpose, it is vital to seek minimal dimension and less complexity of the passivation element. Hydrogen is the first option from these perspectives.

However, hydrogen passivation on a silicon surface may show a variation of results depending on the experimental setup or passivation conditions, which may degrade the surface flatness, besides the challenges in experimental practicality.\textsuperscript{[34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]}

The passivation by the atomic H leaves instability in the reproducibility of the quality of the surface conditions. One reason is the thermal effect on the sample surface by the filament during the atomic H passivation process. The irradiation of the filament may raise the temperature on the sample surface. The increased surface temperature is
reported to cause the deviation in the H passivation quality.\cite{34, 35, 37, 36} Another reason is the possible chemical reaction of atomic H etches surface by forming silane, which may alter the surface’s flatness, of which the degree of such effect deserves discussion.\cite{38, 39, 36} In addition to these inherent challenges, the gaseous hydrogen requires controlled inlet with differential pumping technique to incorporate with the UHV-STM apparatus, which demands more effort in experimental procedures with reproducibility in a practical sense. When it comes to this method’s potential industrialization, the entire surface preparation process should be assessed from the technique’s practicality and accessibility to achieve the designated surface conditions.

The challenge with handling gaseous material, \textit{i.e.}, H$_2$, can be solved by introducing solid material as a source of the passivation element. Amongst the available materials in the industrial practicality, the element shall cover only a single, if not several, monolayer on Si(111)-7x7 surface to preserve its step structure to achieve the objective of this Study. On the other hand, from the industrialization aspect, the monolayer-coverage process shall be stable and reproducible. Thus, it is ideal if the element can be deposited on the substrate for an arbitrary amount first. Then the excess element is desorbed, leaving only a single monolayer on Si(111) surface.

There can be several candidates for such elements, which may leave ordered thin atomic layers on Si(111)-7x7 substrate after thermal desorption. There are two criteria for choosing a suitable element. First is the chemical inertness when interfacing with organic molecules; in our case is CuPc. Second is the morphological behavior of the elements on
the Si(111)-7x7 surface after the thermal desorption process. Moreover, the thermal desorption process shall not exceed the critical temperature that induces the surface reconstruction on the Si(111)-7x7, in this case, is 850 °C, above which can induce the reconstruction to 1x1 and may alter the long-range order of step structure.\(^{[19, 21, 40]}\)

From the chemical inertness, one example is Au and Ag on Si(111)-7x7. However, it is known to form aggregated islands when post annealed at elevated temperature rather than desorption of excess layers leaving the monolayer.\(^{[41, 42]}\) Ni on Si(111) surface is known to form a uniform thin film by creating nickel silicide, preserving 7x7 reconstructed structure after annealing at 1000 °C.\(^{[43]}\) Ga and In are reported to exert surface diffusion on Si(111), forming different surface reconstructions at different elevated temperatures.\(^{[44, 45, 46]}\) However, when deposited for more than monolayer thickness, it is practically difficult to thermally desorb excess elements from the surface without altering the vicinal silicon substrate’s step structure. For the element to desorb from the surface, the potential elements shall exert substantial vapor pressure under the process condition of this Study, \textit{i.e.}, more than \textit{ca.} \(10^{-9}\) mbar, at a temperature lower than \textit{ca.} 600 °C.\(^{[47, 48, 49]}\)

Antimony (Sb), however, amongst other elements, is a suitable candidate for the objective of this Study. Antimony has been shown to cover the silicon surface with ordered atomic layers due to the stronger affinity between Sb-Si, than Sb-Sb interaction when deposited at certain surface temperature conditions.\(^{[50, 51, 52]}\) Sb is a semimetallic
solid material, with a vapor pressure of $10^{-9}$ mbar at 520 °C, with the melting point at \textit{ca.} 630 °C under atmospheric pressure, which meets the conditions for the process of this Study.\cite{47, 49} Sb is also chemically inert and can be handled without inducing a chemical reaction in ambient conditions. Sb is reported to preserve the Si(111)-7x7 reconstruction surface\cite{53, 54}, or Si(111)-1x1 reconstruction\cite{54} after passivating the dangling bond on the silicon surface. Whichever the case, the interface between adsorbed Sb atoms forms uniform coverage on the Si substrate, preserving the atomic structure of the Si surface bilayer. This is also essential in selecting the surface passivation technique to utilize the atomically configured silicon vicinal surfaces.

### 1.4 Scope of this Study

In this Study, the potential of the vicinal silicon surface is demonstrated by utilizing its atomically ordered stepped surface as templates for ordering organic semiconductor molecules, CuPc. The Study investigates the effect of surface passivation elements, \textit{i.e.}, hydrogen, antimony, or a clean silicon surface. The self-assembly behavior of CuPc on those surfaces is explored in-depth concerning the vicinal silicon surface’s step structure. This Study expects to identify the potential effect of the step structure on the self-assembly nature of CuPc, with the molecular mobility induced by the surface passivation.

In Chapter 2, the vicinal silicon surface’s topography and its preparation methods are studied in depths employing an ultra-high vacuum scanning tunneling microscope. The resulting vicinal silicon substrate will serve as the template substrate for the self-
assembly of organic molecules. In Chapter 3, the self-assembly nature of CuPc on hydrogen (H) passivated vicinal silicon substrate is studied. Self-assembly of CuPc with respect to the step edges of the vicinal silicon surface is shown. In Chapter 4, the self-assembly nature of CuPc on antimony (Sb) passivated vicinal silicon substrate is examined. On both H and Sb passivated vicinal silicon surface, CuPc exerted a highly oriented self-assembly nature, however, with a significant difference in the direction of CuPc orientation with respect to the surface and the steps on the vicinal silicon substrate. The results are discussed in Chapter 5, followed by the conclusion in Chapter 6.
2 Vicinal silicon surface and ordered step structure

2.1 The motivation

Controlling the topography of a semiconductor surface has considerable implications for various applications, not only from the scientific interest but also from industrial applications. Amongst such surface control, atomic precision is required for the ultimate technology for future material science and novel device fabrications.

The vicinal surface of crystalline material can be a candidate for such approaches to fabricate the atomically controlled surface structure.\textsuperscript{[19, 15]} Due to the crystalline surface’s nature, the atomic steps will be self-constructed with the multiples of atomic steps when the surface has a slight miscut angle; the vicinal surface. However, fabricating such crystal surfaces for device application requires further experimental studies to show the reproducibility of such techniques based on similar surface preparations.\textsuperscript{[55]}

Amongst all the inorganic crystal materials, the monocrystalline silicon surface was chosen for this Study. This is because of the future implication of the organic-inorganic hybrid device application to make most of the conventional semiconductor process techniques.\textsuperscript{[6]}
In this chapter, the vicinal silicon surface preparation is observed employing a scanning tunneling microscope under an ultra-high vacuum (UHV-STM). The surface topography is discussed for different vicinal angles and several parameters of surface preparation procedures to obtain atomically controlled stepped surface, as a precursor to the subsequent study with organic molecules on these surfaces.

2.2 Experimentals

2.2.1 Ultra-High-Vacuum Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

(111) oriented silicon wafer material with natural oxide on top was supplied by Silchem GmbH, Germany. Two different nominal miscut angles were prepared, namely 3° and 0.35°, with respect to [111] surface normal. The miscut angle is tilted towards [1\overline{1}0] direction. The step edges are thus parallel to [\overline{1}01] direction, and the wafer’s primary flat. The miscut angle of 0.35° was chosen as the result of the optimization procedure of the miscut angle dependency.

![Schematic of the vicinal silicon surface with its crystallographic orientation](image)

Fig. 2.1 Schematic of the vicinal silicon surface with its crystallographic orientation employed in this study

The wafer was cut into strips with a dimension of 1.0 x 15 mm². The cut silicon strips were then mounted on the sample holder capable of direct current heating, i.e., current passes through the silicon strip. The silicon can be directly heated up to high temperatures. (Fig. 2.2) By alternating the silicon strip’s mount direction, the current flow direction can be controlled with respect to the step edges on the silicon surface.
After mounting on the sample holder, the samples were transferred into an ultra-high vacuum scanning tunneling microscope (UHV-STM, Omicron GmbH, Germany, Fig. 2.3) chamber where the base pressure is lower than $2 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar. Electrochemically etched tungsten was used for the STM tip. Under the UHV condition, the samples were degassed by a conventional ceramic heater at 700 °C for over 12 h until the base pressure was recovered.

Direct current (DC) heating is then performed in order to desorb the natural oxide layer and form atomically ordered steps and terraces on the vicinal surface. In general, the silicon strip was heated up to 750 °C, then flashed up to 1300 °C and kept for a certain
period. The detailed heating cycle parameters are optimized and described in the following section. The temperature of the sample at high temperature was monitored by an optical pyrometer (VF-3000, Optex Co., Ltd., Japan) throughout the experimental procedure to ensure the temperature and the DC flash duration.

![Diagram of UHV-STM setup and sample holder](image)

Fig. 2.3 (a) UHV-STM setup (b) Sample holder in the observation configuration

2.2.2 General surface topographical study and optimization

The detailed studies on the preparation procedure of the vicinal silicon surfaces were presented in the precedent reports.\[6, 55, 56\] From these studies, the effect of electromigration is expected on these vicinal surfaces at an atomic scale.\[57\] To utilize the effect of the electromigration for fabricating atomically straight step edges and flat terraces, two different DC current flow directions with respect to the vicinal surface were performed to compare the effect on the step edge morphologies. As depicted in the Experimental of the previous section, the nominal vicinal angle was set to be perpendicular to the primary flat. In order to show the dependency of the current flow direction, the
current flow was either parallel (A), or perpendicular to the primary flat (B), as depicted in Fig. 2.4.

![Diagram of current flow](image)

Fig. 2.4 Si(111) wafer crystal orientation and the DC flash current flow in this study. Either perpendicular (A) or parallel (B) current was applied. (a) The current direction and with respect to the primary flat of the wafer under study. The white cutout depicts the sample stripe direction with respect to the wafer orientation. (b) The current direction with respected to the step direction of the same wafer.

2.3 Results and discussion

2.3.1 DC current flow direction dependence

Fig. 2.5 shows the UVH-STM images of the silicon surface with the vicinal angle of 3°, (A) with the DC flown parallel and (B) perpendicular to the step edges, respectively. The DC current is applied to keep the sample temperature at 750 °C for 10 min and then flashed at 1300 °C for 3 min. These represent the general trend of the sample surface topography from multiple attempts of sample preparation. From these comparisons, there can be two main observation results are drawn. Firstly, the step edge morphology is drastically altered by the DC flow direction. Secondly, there are significant contaminants still left on the surface, which appear as white spots on the tips of the step edges.
Fig. 2.5 (A) UHV-STM topographies of vicinal silicon surface with the DC current flown parallel to the step edges. 4 images represent typical sample surface measure from separate sample locations. Scanning area (a) 600 x 600 nm$^2$ (b) 300 x 300 nm$^2$ (c) 290 x 290 nm$^2$ (d) 300 x 300 nm$^2$, (B) DC flow perpendicular to the step edges. Scanning area (a) 300 x 300 nm$^2$ (b) 300 x 300 nm$^2$ (c) 200 x 200 nm$^2$ (d) 155 x 155 nm$^2$ (constant current mode, 1.7 nA, 2.3 V)
To the first point on the morphology of the step edges and the terraces, it can be generally claimed that the DC flow direction has a substantial influence on the step edge morphology. As expected, DC current flow dependence is promising when applied to the control of the step edges, as presumed in the thesis of this Study. At the same time, it also implies that since the morphology is significantly altered by the current flow, there must be an optimal condition for such DC flow dosage.

To the second point of the surface contaminants, it is difficult to conclude the contaminants’ origin only from the UHV-STM topographical technique. The bright spots appearing under the UHV-STM image with the Constant-Current mode show the convolution of the conductance and the height of the surface structure. However, these contaminants are only speculated to be some leftover of the natural oxide layer on the silicon surface. If that is the case, it can be desorbed off by a higher dosage of the DC flash.

From the above observations, the DC flash current flow parallel to the step edges contributes to straighter step edges, reproducing the suggested electromigration effect reported in another study.\[55\]

### 2.3.2 DC flash duration dependence

In order to perform the DC flash dependence, the same silicon strips were cut out of the identical silicon wafer, namely a vicinal angle of 3°. In this comparison study, the
DC current was flown parallel to the step edges on all of the samples expecting the electromigration effect to straighten the step edges. The DC flash was performed only one time for each sample, with varying the duration of the flash. In order to remove the effect of the oxide layer thickness, the samples were prepared afresh for each flash dependency observation.

Fig. 2.6 shows the Constant-Current UHV-STM topographies on the samples after different DC flash durations, 20 sec, 30 sec, 180 sec, and 1.5 h for (a), (b), (c), (d), respectively. The samples’ surface morphologies after 20 sec, 30 sec, and 180 sec of DC flashes exert similar step and terrace morphologies. Namely, there was no significant difference in the quality of the step edge morphology observed in these three DC flash durations. However, after 1.5 h of the DC process, the surface quality is significantly degraded, and difficult to observe the meaningful characteristic of the step edges. DC procedure for 1.5 h showed substantial degradation in Fig. 2.6 (d) compared to other samples with shorter flash durations. The blurred low contract image indicates the low conductivity on the surface, which can be attributed to surface contaminants.

Though the UVH-STM chamber has been kept under $1 \times 10^{-9}$ mbar throughout the measurement, a substantially longer duration of the DC procedure may have resulted in the degassing from the sample mounting fixture. In fact, the pressure on the UHV-STM chamber was observed to have slightly increased though always kept under $1 \times 10^{-9}$ mbar. This may explain the surface quality degradation due to the contaminants originating from the surrounding fixtures.
Fig. 2.6 UHV-STM topographies on the vicinal silicon surface after DC flash durations of (a) 20 sec, (b) 30 sec, (c) 180 sec, and (d) 1.5 h. Scan areas (Right) 100 x 100 nm$^2$, (Left) 600 x 600 nm$^2$ (constant current mode, 1.7 nA, 2.1 V)
From these comparisons, it can be deduced that the duration of the flash needs to accumulate enough thermal energy to decompose any surface contaminants and oxide layer. At the same time, it is not feasible to apply a simply longer duration of DC flash because of the surface contamination speculated to be due to degassing from the sample holding fixture in the experimental setup.

2.3.3 DC flash energy dosage dependence

In order to accumulate more thermal energy to the sample while keeping the sample holder fixture at a relatively lower temperature to avoid degassing, it is effective to apply the number of intermittent DC flashes. The intention is to keep the single duration of DC flash not to exceed 30 sec where the degassing effect was minimized as suggested from the study in the previous section, as well as to accumulate the total energy dosage by multiple numbers of DC flashes.
The overall DC flash procedure is shown in the diagram in Fig. 2.7. The sample is first warmed up to 600 °C keeping the pressure under $1 \times 10^{-9}$ mbar. Once the chamber pressure is stable ($t_1$ depends on the sample), the DC current is applied quickly to achieve 1300 °C ($t_2$), and then kept for either $t_3=30$ or 15 sec, for sample (a), (b), and (c) respectively. For each DC flash, the highest temperature at the sample surface was measured to be 1200-1300 °C. Between the intermittent DC flash procedure, the sample surface was cooled down to 600 °C ($t_4$), and kept for ca. 1 min to release the thermal stress on the sample holder fixture ($t_5$), and then gradually turned off over ca. 1 min. The vicinal angle of the sample is the same as in the previous section, namely 3°.
Fig. 2.8 DC flash energy dose dependency (a) DC flash for 30 sec x single cycle (b) 30 sec x 2 cycles (c) 15 sec x 5 cycles (constant current mode, 1.4 nA, 1.6 V)

Fig. 2.8 (a) shows the sample surface after three different DC flash procedures. After 30 sec total duration (30 sec x single-cycle flash), the UHV-STM image shows relatively low contrast and some contaminations on the surface.

After another 30 sec of flash (30 sec x 2 cycles flash, total 60 sec duration), the sample surface showed fewer contaminants and exerted significantly sharper topo-
graphic image with the Constant-Current mode imaging, which indicates the higher conductance due to better order on the surface. The step edge morphology was also sharper and well-ordered compared to previous patterns of DC flash procedure, but in the area under investigation.

Different DC flash pattern was performed to identify if the number of repetitive flashes is critical to reducing the surface contaminants while keeping the total duration in a similar amount. Applying 15 sec x 5 cycles flashes (total dosage 75 sec) exerted somewhat better surface quality in both contaminants and the step edge morphology. However, the difference was not prominent.

From these comparisons, keeping the sample surface at 1200-1300 °C for the total duration above 60 sec results in clean surface quality with atomic step edges and terraces.

This atomically clean surface preserving bilayers was observed after multiple flashes in the above samples. Fig. 2.9 shows the multiple layers of steps on the silicon surface after 30 sec x 2 cycles DC flash. The terraces of the steps exerted the superstructure of Si(111)-7x7 reconstruction. Moreover, from the UHV-STM topography, each step is identified to be monoatomic layers on (111) surface, which has ca. 0.3 nm, as indicated in Fig. 2.9 (d).[6] The superstructure of the Si(111)-7x7 reconstruction shall be discussed in the subsequent section.
From this observation, it is concluded that the multiple numbers of intermittent DC flash procedures are effective in obtaining a clean silicon surface, reserving the step edges for some extension of the area on the surface. The multiple intermittent DC flash conditions are that; each time less than 30 sec, and more than 2 cycle repetition, total duration accumulates more than 60 sec.

Fig. 2.9 atomic steps of Si(111) stepped surface after 30 sec x 2 cycles flash. 7x7 reconstructed superstructure can be seen on the steps. Single unit per each terrace, indicates the surface energy minimization by lining up the corner holes of 7x7 unit cell. 0.3 nm height profile of a single step confirms the bilayer of Si(111) (ref. Fig. 3.1). The area indicated by circle in (a) is enlarged in (b) 3D image, (c) contrast image, and in (d) height image. (constant current mode, 1.4 nA, 1.6 V)
2.3.4 Vicinal angle dependence on the vicinal silicon surface

The bilayer atomic steps and terraces without significant surface contamination were observed in most of the scanning area. However, to utilize such a surface as a building block for further studies, the surface conditions have to exert such steps and terrace structure over substantially long range, which is enough to observe the two-dimensional superstructure of the organic molecules, with reasonable reproducibility.

Fig. 2.10 shows the example of wider area observation on the identical sample from Fig. 2.9, which exerted the bilayer atomic steps with a clean surface on several sampling points. Despite the ordered morphology on the local scanning area, i.e., ca. 10 x 10 nm² range, the wider area (300 x 300 nm²) showed aggregated layers of steps without long-range order on the step edges. This confirms the limited extension of the step edge order.

![Image](image-url)

Fig. 2.10 Wider area observation on the identical sample from Fig.2.9. Scanning area 300 x 300 nm² (constant current mode, 1.4 nA, 1.6 V)
The aggregated steps on the surface on a wider range can be explained by the nature of the vicinal angle on the surface.[19] This sample has the vicinal angle of 3°, which means the average terrace width in theoretical expectation is \textit{ca.} 5.7 nm considering the atomic bilayer height being 0.3 nm (0.3 nm / tangent 3° = 5.7 nm). Thus, lower vicinal angles are expected to exert wider terraces, which gives more probability for the step edges to extend without step bunching or alternation.

The purpose of this Study is to obtain a surface structure that is suitable for the organic molecule superstructure with respect to the step edges, which shall be the building block for future device application. Thus, it is important to reproduce the atomically straight step edges at least for several hundred nm of straight steps, apart from each other.

To confirm the vicinal angle dependence on the separation of the step edges, the Si(111) wafer with 0.35° nominal miscut was chosen for further study. 0.35° of miscut angle shall provide \textit{ca.} 49 nm of bilayer atomic terrace (0.3 nm / tangent 0.35° = 49 nm).
Fig. 2.11 shows a comparison between 3° and 0.35° nominal miscut angles of silicon wafers. Both wafers were purchased from Silchem GmbH, Germany. The DC flash procedure is; $t_3=180$ sec, single cycle DC current parallel to the step edges. The 0.35° nominal miscut surface exerted significantly wider terrace areas, resulting from the well-separation of the step edges. Most of the layers on the steps are bilayers, which is confirmed from the direct measurement of step height by UHV-STM topography. The miscut angle as low as 0.35° on the vicinal silicon surface plays a critical role in obtaining the atomically flat steps and terraces.

![Comparison between 3° and 0.35° nominal miscut angles](image)

Fig. 2.11 Comparison between (A) 3° miscut and (B) 0.35° miscut Si (111) surface topography. (B) 0.35° surface exerted wider separation of the step edges, without step bunching effect, in comparison to (A). Scanning area (a) 550 x 550 nm² (c) 600 x 600 nm². (b) and (d) show the height profile along the indicated lines in (a) and (b), respectively. The height profile confirms the monoatomic step of Si(111) layer.
Fig. 2.12 shows the sample surface after 30 sec x 6 cycles of DC flashes, parallel to the step edges, on the 0.35° miscut angle silicon surface. Throughout the process, the chamber atmosphere is kept $1 \times 10^{-9}$ mbar. The samples from this preparation procedure exerted very clean surfaces over a few mm range. There is no significant contamination observed under the single scan area. Even after moving the scan area for more than a few millimeters apart, the sample also showed a similarly clean surface. The straight step edges are also observed for more than several hundred nm extensions.
Fig. 2.12 UHV-STM topography (constant current mode, 1 nA, 2.1 V) on Si(111) 0.35 ° miscut angle, after 30 sec x 6 cycles, DC current parallel to the step edges. (a), (b) and (c) are from three different scanning locations from an identical sample. Each location is separated from each other for more than a few millimeters, which confirms clean and homogeneous surface condition over significantly wide area. Scanning area 3000 x 3000 nm².
Fig. 2.13 shows a detailed scan of the step edge structure. The unilateral step edges can be found without significant kinks. The surface cleanliness is also confirmed from the observation of several points on the terraces. It is also confirmed that the step with Si(111)-7x7 unit cell aligned for more than a hundred nm range in many of the scanning areas.

Fig. 2.13 Three different locations observation on the step edges. Distinct edge structure can be found. The 3D topography illustrates that the number of atomic layers may differ on the steps. Scanning area (a) 800 x 800 nm$^2$ (b) 600 x 600 nm$^2$ (c) 550 x 500 nm$^2$. (constant current mode, 0.5 nA, 3.0 V)
As to the bilayers and the atomic superstructure on the terraces, Fig. 2.14 confirms the distinct Si(111)-7x7 surface reconstruction, as well as the discrete atomic layers, in this case, three layers at a step edge. These are typical surface features on the sample prepared in the same manner in this Study.

![Image of sample surface features with annotations](image)

Fig. 2.14 Typical sample surface at 20 nm$^2$ scan range observation. Distinct feature of Si(111)-7x7 surface reconstruction can be observed. The step edge is consisted of 3 bilayers on this step. (a) height image (b) contrast image of the same data. The Si(111)-7x7 reconstruction structure are more visible. (c) height profile of the step. Considering the height of bilayer 0.3 nm, this step shows ca. 3 bilayers. (d) 3D representation of (a). (constant current mode, 2.0 nA, 2.2 V)

The above findings agree with preceding studies made by Himpsel's group in their study of the stepped structure on the vicinal silicon surface.$^{[19,6]}$ In their study, lower miscut angles are, in general, said to preserve bilayers at the steps. It also showed the thermal procedures giving rise to morphological alternation. These discussions coincide
with the finding of this Study.

2.3.5 Surface reconstruction and the symmetry with vicinal surface

In terms of the surface reconstruction, the Si(111)-7x7 surface atomic configurations possess distinct arrangements proposed by Takayanagi et al., depicted in Fig. 2.15. [56]

![Dimer-adatom-stacking fault (DAS) model of Si(111)-7x7 unit cell proposed by Takayanagi et al. [56] Reproduced from Cao et al. [81], with the permission of AIP Publishing.](image)

The detailed STM topography confirms the distinct feature of Si(111)-7x7 reconstructed superstructure, as shown in Fig. 2.16 and Fig. 2.17. The images are taken in the middle of a terrace of the sample surface with a miscut angle of 0.35° after the DC flash process described in the previous section, namely 30 sec x 6 cycles, DC current parallel to the step edges.
Fig. 2.16 STM topography on a terrace. The distinct superstructure of Si(111)-7x7 can be observed. Scanning area 24.5 x 24.5 nm². (constant current mode, 2.0 nA, -2.0 V)

Fig. 2.17 STM topography on Si(111)-7x7 surface observed on a terrace by constant-current mode at 2.0 nA, (a) sample bias -2.0 V, (b) +2.2 V. Scanning area 6 x 6 nm² for both images. Different electronic states are observed by varying the sample bias voltage.
In Fig. 2.17 (a), with the sample bias voltage at -2.0 V, the darker triangle and the brighter triangles are observed. This contrast is due to the difference in the local density of state between the rest atom-adatom pair on the faulted side and the unfaulted site, as depicted in Fig. 2.15. By varying the sample bias voltage to +2.2 V in Fig. 2.17 (b), the image shows only the topmost surface adatom configurations.

The surface superstructure is also confirmed by means of the low energy electron diffraction (LEED) technique to identify the symmetry of the surface atomic arrangement. A commercially available LEED setup is employed in this Study (SPECTALEED by Omicron Vakuumphysik GmbH).

Fig. 2.18 (a) shows the LEED patterns on the sample before the DC repetitive flash procedure, where the surface oxide layer is anticipated to prevail. It confirms the three-fold symmetry in rotation on the Si(111) surface.

Fig. 2.18 LEED patterns obtained from (a) silicon(111) surface before repetitive DC flash procedure (b) after DC flash procure and STM observation. Both taken with beam energy at 36 eV.
This corresponds well to the theoretical calculation of the LEED pattern on the Si(111) surface. Fig. 2.19 depicts the schematic of the LEED configuration, which is simulated in this Study. The dimension of the experimental setup was referred to from the machine specification by Omicron Vakuumphysik GmbH. The assumptions in the simulations are; elastic collision, spherical wavefunction reflection, no shading-effects. In order to simulate the effect of long-range order and the contrast on the LEED pattern, two different numbers of atoms in the system are simulated, i.e., 184 and 536. 184 atoms in the simulated system represent less order in the surface structure compared to the one with 536 atoms. In both systems, the topmost bilayer on Si(111) surface is reproduced in the simulation without surface reconstruction as depicted in Fig. 3.1. Namely, the topmost surface structure of Si(111) is 1x1.

Fig. 2.19 Schematic of the LEED simulation configuration. Electron beam wavefunction is reflected by the elastic collision with surface atoms. The scale in the represented schematic is not proportional to actual dimension.
The simulated LEED patterns are shown in Fig. 2.20 at the beam energy of 48 eV. The patterns coincide well with the experimental results. The three-fold symmetry in rotation can be observed both in the experiment (Fig. 2.18 (b)) and the simulation (Fig. 2.20 (b)). It is also worth noticing the contrast of the spots in the simulation is sharper when the number of atoms in the simulated system is larger. Namely, Fig. 2.20 (b) exerts blur spots than Fig. 2.20 (d). This effect is also observed in the actual experimental results on the various samples where the spots in the LEED patterns are a blur. Less surface cleanliness is anticipated by the slight increase of the pressure in the UHV chamber during the experimental procedures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Si (111) surface</th>
<th>(A) Surface lattice input</th>
<th>(B) Simulated LEED pattern (BE=48.0eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>536</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>(d)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2.20 Simulated LEED patterns on the Si(111)1x1 surface. (A) silicon surface atom configuration input for the simulation (B) simulated LEED patterns at the beam energy of 48 eV. The number of silicon atoms in the simulation is (a) 184 and (c) 536. (c) 536 atoms represent the surface lattice order in longer extension, compared to (a) 184 atom system.
From the above studies, the atomically straight step edges and flat terraces are obtained by utilizing 0.35° miscut Si(111)-7x7 reconstructed surface when applied a proper DC flash procedure. The surface cleanliness and structural order prepared in this manner are maintained over the area as large as the sub-micrometer range. The surface prepared in this manner can serve as an ideal substrate for further study to examine if organic molecules can form low dimensional structures.

2.4 Summary

The clean Si(111)-7x7 reconstructed vicinal surface is obtained for the intention to utilize as the base substrate for the further purpose of this Study. In terms of the topography of the steps and terraces, the vicinal angle is of most importance. In this Study, 0.35° miscut is confirmed to be suitable. The sufficient surface cleanliness and the straightness of the step edges are achieved by optimizing the DC flash procedure, which in this case, intermittent flashes each time 30 sec and repeat for 6 cycles, followed by the gradual cooling process. The resulting process is in alignment with the process that was previous reported in a similar system.\textsuperscript{[19, 6]} The total duration of the DC flash procedure impacts the residual surface contaminants' amount. However, having less critical importance once the clean surface is obtained after a sufficient amount of energy to construct Si(111)-7x7 superstructure.
3 Self-assembly of CuPc molecules on hydrogen passivated and clean vicinal silicon surface \[58\]

3.1 The motivation

Controlling the conformation of organic molecules on inorganic semiconductor surfaces is of interest in the light of material science and novel device applications, e.g., for organic/inorganic hybrid devices.

The vicinal silicon surface is one of the promising candidates as a template for structuring organic molecules by using the self-assembly method. Utilizing the atomic steps and terraces on the vicinal surface, aggregation of organic molecules at the step edges can lead to one-dimensional molecular structures on the vicinal silicon surface.\[6, 22\]

On the other hand, copper-phthalocyanine (CuPc) has attracted much attention as one of the most widely used organic molecules, e.g., as active layers in organic thin-film transistors\[59, 60\] and organic light-emitting devices \[61\]. When the organic molecule is employed in the active layer of optoelectronic devices, control of the molecular orientation in thin films becomes an important issue because of the anisotropic properties of the single CuPc molecule.\[16, 62, 63, 64\]
CuPc and Si(111)-7x7 surface, however, is reported to exert strong chemical reactivity, suggesting strong local binding at the landing site when CuPc is directly deposited on a clean Si(111)-7x7 substrate.\[65\] To induce the self-assembly of CuPc, the surface reactivity of Si(111)-7x7 needs to be deactivated. Hydrogen passivation is expected to provide such a deactivated surface by capping the dangling bonds on the Si(111)-7x7 surface. The intention of H passivation in this Study is two folds. The first is to deactivate the surface dangling bonds on Si(111)-7x7 reconstructed surface, where 19 dangling bonds exist per reconstructed unit cell.\[56, 66, 67\] Second is to preserve the atomic flatness of the steps and terraces on the vicinal surface, even after the passivation process.

![Fig. 3.1 A side view of Si(111) around step edges. A step edge consists of two atomic layers i.e., bilayers of crystal structures. The dangling bonds on the terraces and the step edges in Fig. 1.3 are terminated with hydrogen as depicted in this model. Reproduced from Kaji et al.\[82\], with the permission of AIP Publishing.](image)

### 3.2 Experimental

#### 3.2.1 Si(111)-7x7 substrate preparation

(111) oriented silicon wafer material with natural oxide was supplied by Silchem GmbH, Germany. The surface has a nominal miscut angle of 0.35° with respect to [111] surface normal. The miscut angle is tilted towards \([1\overline{1}0]\) direction and the step edges are
thus parallel to the primary flat of the wafer. The wafer was cut into strips with a dimension of 1.0 x 15 mm². The cut silicon strips were mounted on the sample holder that is capable of direct current heating, *i.e.*, current passes through the silicon strip so that the silicon can be directly heated up to high temperatures. The silicon strip was mounted on the sample holder in a direction such that the current flows parallel to the step edges. After mounting on the sample holder, the samples were transferred into an ultra-high vacuum scanning tunneling microscope (UHV-STM, Omicron GmbH Germany) chamber where the base pressure is lower than $2 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar. In UHV, the samples were degassed by a conventional ceramic heater at 700 °C for over 12 h until the base pressure was recovered.

Direct current heating is then performed in order to desorb the natural oxide layer and form atomically ordered steps and terraces on the vicinal surface. The silicon strip was heated up to around 750 °C, then flashed to above 1200 °C for about 3 sec by rapidly increasing the current passing through the silicon strip. The current was then quenched to cool down the sample to the temperature range between 700 °C and 800 °C and annealed for 5 min so that the surface reconstruction and straight step edges can prevail to a large extent due to electromigration. After this surface preparation procedure, the silicon surfaces are known to possess a 7x7 reconstruction and atomically straight step edges and flat terraces. Elaborate studies on the preparation procedure of the vicinal silicon surfaces were presented elsewhere. [6]

3.2.2 Hydrogen passivation on Si(111)-7x7

After the preparation of the clean silicon (111)-7x7 surface, passivation with H
was performed in situ. Hydrogen gas (99.9999%) was introduced into the UHV chamber via a leaking valve where a tungsten filament was heated above 1500 °C to crack H₂ molecules into atomic hydrogens. The samples were facing the tungsten filament at an 8 cm distance during the exposure. The dose of the atomic hydrogen was equivalent to 3.6 L, with the pressure being 1.6 × 10⁻⁷ mbar. Almost full H coverage was indirectly confirmed by thermal desorption experiments afterward using UHV-STM. The dose of the atomic H was optimized to achieve the so-called “1st channel” reaction, which terminates the dangling bonds on the 7x7 reconstructed surfaces, preserving the surface reconstruction and the atomically flat terraces. A different experimental geometry of the sample and the tungsten filament can account for the considerably lower dose of the atomic H needed for full coverage on the Si(111)-7x7 surface compared to that in a previous report (2.1 x 10³ L).³⁴

3.2.3 CuPc deposition

CuPc (sublimed grade (>98.5%), SynTec GmbH, Germany) was deposited by means of organic molecular beam deposition (OMBD) in the UHV chamber on two types of surfaces, i.e., the H passivated, and the clean 7x7 reconstructed vicinal silicon substrates. CuPc was loaded into a thoroughly degassed molybdenum crucible. The crucible was then installed in a Knudsen cell and degassed overnight until the pressure was stabilized. The crucible was kept at 465°C during OMBD, which gave the deposition rate of 3.5 x 10⁻³ ML/s. The pressure remained below 5 × 10⁻⁹ mbar during the deposition.

CuPc was observed on three different types of surfaces. The first is on the H
passivated surface. The second is the identical surface after thermal desorption of CuPc. The third is on a clean Si(111)-7x7 surface without H passivation.

On the H passivated surface, CuPc was subsequently deposited onto the H passivated surface in steps until full coverage was achieved to monitor the evolution of CuPc growth on the H passivated vicinal silicon surfaces. The substrate was warmed up to 150 °C every time before CuPc deposition to have better self-assembly by higher molecular mobility. After the deposition, the sample was annealed at 150 °C for 2 min and then cooled down to room temperature before performing STM to reduce thermal drift effects. Second, to confirm the assumption that the H passivation is preventing the covalent bonding of CuPc to the dangling bonds on Si(111)-7x7, the identical sample was annealed at 546 °C for 30 min with the intention to desorb CuPc. Thirdly, CuPc was deposited afresh on another sample surface of vicinal Si(111)-7x7 in order to confirm the effect of H passivation.

All the images were obtained at room temperature with constant current mode. The imaging parameters were adjusted to achieve the highest contrast at each CuPc coverage.

### 3.3 CuPc topography observation with dose dependence on H-passivated Si surface

Fig. 3.2 shows the vicinal Si(111)-7x7 surface after the H passivation. The steps
and terraces are clearly observed. Every step was confirmed using height profiles to consist of a bilayer of silicon (0.3 nm). The terrace width in the image varies from \(ca\). 3 to 9 x 10 nm. The 7x7 reconstruction was still observed after the H passivation in detailed scans (inset of Fig. 3.2) and also by means of low energy electron diffraction (LEED). Sufficient cleanliness was confirmed by STM and also by the significantly low background intensity in the LEED patterns.

![Image](image_url)

Fig. 3.2 High-pass filtered STM topography of an in situ hydrogen passivated vicinal silicon surface with 0.35° nominal miscut angle with respect to [111], tilted towards the [1\(\bar{1}\)0] direction (dimension 600 x 600 nm\(^2\), sample bias -1.6 V, tunnel current 0.27 nA). Inset: atomically resolved image on a terrace. The hydrogen passivated 7x7 unit cell can be observed. (6.7 x 7.0 nm\(^2\), 0.50 nA, -1.4 V)

Fig. 3.3 shows a suggested model of CuPc with respect to a unit cell of Si(111)-7x7 reconstruction surface. The dimensions are deduced from the previous reports in order to estimate the order of CuPc dimensions with respect to the unit cells of Si(111)-7x7 reconstructed surface.\(^{16,56}\) From this estimated dimension, it is anticipated that a single CuPc molecule occupies almost half of a Si(111)-7x7 unit cell when lying flat on the surface.
CuPc was very sparsely deposited on this surface by exposing the surfaces towards the evaporation cell (0.035 ML). The monolayer coverage was derived from the area ratio between the substrate and total CuPc coverage in the STM images. Individual CuPc on a terrace is shown in Fig. 3.4. CuPc molecule is appearing as a bright spot that covers almost one-half of the H passivated 7x7 reconstruction unit cell. This is in

Fig. 3.3 A model of a single CuPc molecule on a unit cell of Si(111)-7x7 reconstructed surface. The dimensions are deducted from the previous reports in order to estimate the order of CuPc dimensions with respect to the unit cells of Si(111)-7x7 reconstructed surface. [16, 56]

Fig. 3.4 CuPc on the hydrogen passivated Si(111)-7x7 surface (0.035 ML coverage). The green lines indicate the unit cell of 7x7 reconstruction underneath CuPc, which suggests the tendency of CuPc to occupy one triangular half of the 7x7 unit cell. (35 x 20 nm², 0.42 nA, -1.8 V).
agreement with the suggested model in Fig. 3.3, which suggests CuPc in the experiment are lying flat on the surface. In fact, Nakamura et al. reported that CuPc lays flat on H-Si(111) surface. In Fig. 3.4, there is higher contrast on some of the CuPc in the image. This can be an indication of the vertical stack of CuPc, whereas less bright CuPc are single molecules.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 3.5 Nakamura et al. reported various configuration of CuPc in-plane direction with respect to flat or rough surface condition. Reproduced from Nakamura et al. [28], with the permission of AIP Publishing. a-, b- and c-axis of CuPc crystallographic directions are indicated. These cited illustrations indicate the various types vertical stack of CuPc with respect to the substrate. The finding in Fig. 3.4 agrees with the model (c).

After subsequent deposition, 0.42 ML coverage, CuPc revealed a surprising growth behavior, as shown in Fig. 3.6. The STM images are taken again in the middle of a wide terrace.

It is surprising to find that CuPc started growing in an elongated linear structure on the terrace. Moreover, the direction of the elongation is parallel to the step edges, which are running along [112] direction even though the step edges are at least 100 nm apart from the locations of the clusters of CuPc.
The strongly oriented growth mode became even more pronounced with the higher coverage of 0.63 ML. Fig. 3.7 reveals lines of CuPc, which are all parallel to the step edge direction. In order to exclude any thermal drift effect, which usually provides elongated structures in STM images, Fig. 3.7 was scanned with an azimuthal rotation of 45°. Since the elongated structures are still clearly observable towards $[11\bar{2}]$ direction with the different scan angles, artifacts due to thermal drift can clearly be excluded. This finding of linearly aligned CuPc is contrary to the previous report on a similar system, which showed three-fold symmetry of CuPc arrangement on Si(111) surface.\textsuperscript{[16,29]}
When CuPc coverage becomes closer to full coverage by the nominal total deposition of 1.05 ML, the elongated structures result in long lines of the molecules covering a large area over the steps and the terraces (Fig. 3.8). The lines are strongly oriented parallel to $[112]$ direction. Though the step edges beneath CuPc are not directly observable by STM, there are from $ca.$ 3 to 10 step edges expected in this image, estimated from the average terrace width on this identical sample. It is clear from the evolution of the clusters starting from Fig. 3.4 that the lines of the molecules are not just an aggregation of the molecules along the step edges and that the one-dimensional growth mode occurs on the
terraces isolated from the step edges resulting in dense lines of CuPc all parallel to the step edges.

Fig. 3.8 Close to full monolayer coverage of CuPc on the hydrogen passivated vicinal silicon surface (1.05 ML coverage), one-dimensional growth of CuPc parallel to the step edges is clearly observed all over the terraces and the step edges. The number of lines of CuPc is larger than that of the step edges in the picture (300 x 300 nm², +1.4 V, 0.10 nA).

Moreover, the average width of a single terrace is 50 nm. Thus, the density of the lines of CuPc is much denser than the density of the step edges on the surface, justifying that the one-dimensional growth mode is not only due to the aggregation of the molecules at the step edges.
3.4 Thermal desorption of CuPc from hydrogen passivated Si(111)-7x7

In order to confirm the assumption that the H passivation is preventing the covalent bonding of CuPc to the dangling bonds on Si(111)-7x7, the identical sample from Fig. 3.8 was annealed at 546 °C for 30 min with the intention to desorb CuPc.

Fig. 3.9 Identical sample of Fig. 3.8 after annealing at 546 °C for 30 min. Image is taken on the location in the middle of a terrace between the steps on the vicinal surface. CuPc which covered almost a full monolayer are now desorbed, confirmed by the reappearance of Si(111)-7x7 reconstructed surface. Some CuPc are left attached to the surface which is indicated in the circle at bottom left of the image. (21 x 38 nm², 0.1 nA, -1.8 V)

Fig. 3.9 is the scanned image in the middle of a terrace between the steps after the annealing. On the contrary to Fig. 3.8 where CuPc covers almost full monolayer, it is confirmed that CuPc is desorbed after the annealing procedure, which supports the original intention of this Study that H passivation is vital to lower the binding energy between CuPc and the Si(111)-7x7 substrate. Some CuPc are left attached to the surface, which is indicated in the circle at the bottom left of the image. Although CuPc are aligned in a wire-like structure, this is not due to the aggregation to the step edge, as can be confirmed from the same height profile of the substrate around CuPc.
3.5 CuPc deposition on clean Si(111)-7x7 surface

In order to confirm the H passivation is critical for CuPc to form self-assembly, CuPc was deposited on a clean vicinal Si(111)-7x7 surface. As a result, it is confirmed CuPc did not form any ordered structure as this Study expected. (Fig. 3.10) The adsorption sites are rather random, and there is no indication for the elongated structure that was observed on the H passivated surfaces. This finding also supports the earlier report on the chemical bonding between CuPc and clean Si(111)-7x7.\textsuperscript{[65]} Thus, it is concluded that the surface deactivation by passivation on the vicinal Si(111)-7x7 is playing an important role in reducing its interaction with the molecule and increase the molecular mobility on the surface.

![Image](image.png)

Fig. 3.10 A sub-monolayer coverage of CuPc deposited on the clean vicinal Si(111)-7x7 (0.42 ML coverage). There is no one-dimensional growth mode observed. (38 x 24 nm\textsuperscript{2}, 1.7 nA, -1.4 V)

The one-dimensional growth mode on the H passivated vicinal surface can be explained using the surface mass transport model, which was proposed by \textit{Schwoebel et al.}\textsuperscript{[68]}, and later elaborated in detail, especially with organic molecules.\textsuperscript{[69]} The diffusion
barrier height of the CuPc molecule is different between two directions, normal and parallel to the steps due to the edge height, which could have induced the oriented growth on the terraces.

Therefore, the growth mode of CuPc in the first few monolayers can be controlled by utilizing the H passivated vicinal silicon surfaces. Surprisingly the one-dimensional growth mode of CuPc starts in the middle of a terrace even when a cluster of the molecules is isolated from the nearest step edges. This elongated growth mode continues till the full coverage and forms a strongly oriented one-dimensional molecular structure, resulting in strong structural anisotropy.

3.6 Summary

The one-dimensional growth mode on an H passivated vicinal silicon (111) surface is confirmed. The original purpose of this Study anticipated some extent of one-dimensional growth of CuPc along the step edges of the vicinal silicon surface. Surprisingly, the one-dimensional growth is induced on the terrace where the CuPc absorption site is located apart from the step edges of the vicinal surface. The one-dimensional growth mode is confirmed to continue even more than the full molecular layer coverage of CuPc on this surface. From the finding that CuPc on clean Si(111)-7x7 without H passivation does not exert the one-dimensional growth mode, it is concluded that the surface interaction forces play an important role in the formation of the one-dimensional superstructure.
Since the single CuPc possesses strong optical and electronic anisotropy, this conformational anisotropy of CuPc in the thin film also induces a strong optical anisotropy.\textsuperscript{[63, 64]} This controlled anisotropic property of organic molecular thin film using the vicinal silicon surface is promising in the light of organic/inorganic hybrid device applications.
4 Antimony passivated vicinal silicon surface and CuPc thin film [70]

4.1 The motivation

Despite the successful results in the earlier Chapter of this Study, the H passivation on the silicon surface requires careful preparation and analysis, mainly due to the experimental setup for the molecular H$_2$ cracking into atomic hydrogen [36], the handling of the hydrogen sources. The objective of this Study is to prepare the atomically ordered stepped silicon surface while maintaining the low chemical activity on the surface to allow organic molecules to self-assemble. Thus, the requirements are two folds. The first is to deactivate the surface dangling bonds on Si(111)-7x7 reconstructed surface, where 19 dangling bonds exist per reconstructed unit cell. [56] The second is to preserve the atomic flatness of the steps and terraces on the vicinal surface, even after the passivation process.

When it comes to the potential industrialization, the total surface process effort should be considered from the practicality and how accessible the technique is to achieve the designated surface conditions by different process setups. The passivation by the atomic H leaves instability in the reproducibility in terms of the quality of the surface conditions. One reason is the thermal effect on the sample surface by the filament during the atomic H passivation process. The irradiation of the filament may raise the temperature on the sample surface. The raised surface temperature is reported to cause the devia-
tion in the H passivation quality. Another reason is the possible chemical reaction of atomic H etches surface by forming silane, which may alter the flatness of the surface, of which the degree of such effect deserves discussion. In addition to these intrinsic challenges, the gaseous hydrogen requires controlled in-let with differential pumping technique to incorporate with the UHV-STM apparatus, which demands more effort in experimental procedures with reproducibility in a practical sense. When it comes to the potential industrialization of this method, the total surface preparation process should be assessed from the practicality and accessibility of the technique in order to achieve the designated surface conditions.

Antimony (Sb), however, amongst other elements, is a suitable candidate for the objective of this Study. Antimony has been shown to cover the silicon surface with a bilayer due to the stronger affinity between Sb-Si, than Sb-Sb interaction when deposited at certain surface temperature conditions. Sb is a semimetallic solid material, with a vapor pressure of $1 \times 10^{-9}$ mbar at 520 °C, with the melting point at ca. 630 °C under atmospheric pressure, which meets the conditions for the process of this Study. Sb is also chemically inert and can be handled without inducing a chemical reaction.

Fig. 4.1 A schematic model of Sb passivated Si(111) vicinal surface. The dangling bonds on the Si(111) terrace are terminated by Sb, while the step edge will leave dangling bonds due to geometric configuration.
in ambient conditions. Sb is reported to preserve the Si(111)-7x7 reconstruction surface \cite{53, 54}, or Si(111)-1x1 reconstruction\cite{54} after passivating the dangling bond on the silicon surface. (Fig. 4.1) Whichever the case, the interface between adsorbed Sb atoms forms uniform coverage on the Si substrate, preserving the atomic structure of the Si surface bilayer. This is also important characteristics in the selection of the surface passivation technique in order to utilize the atomically configured silicon vicinal surfaces.

In this chapter, the Sb passivation on the vicinal silicon surface is performed and observed by means of UHV-STM. Subsequently, CuPc is deposited for sub-monolayer dose and observed. The UHV-STM observation on CuPc thin film on Sb terminated vicinal silicon surface has revealed a well-ordered island structure of CuPc thin film. What is more, a well-ordered columnar structure with multiple domains was formed on the islands of CuPc.

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Clean vicinal Si(111)-7x7 surface preparation

The vicinal silicon substrate was prepared in the same manner described in the previous chapter of this Study. The silicon wafer utilized in this chapter is the identical Si(111) wafer with a miscut of 0.35° titled from [111] towards [110]. The silicon strip was mounted on the sample holder in a direction such that the current flows parallel to the step edges. After mounting on the sample holder, the samples were transferred into the same UHV-STM, where the base pressure is lower than \(2 \times 10^{-10}\) mbar. In UHV, the samples were degassed by a conventional ceramic heater at 700 °C for over 12 h until the
base pressure was recovered. The same direct current heating procedure in the previous chapter of this Study is then performed in order to desorb the natural oxide layer and form atomically ordered steps and terraces on the vicinal surface. The silicon strip was heated up to around 750 °C, then flashed to above 1200 °C for about 3 sec by rapidly increasing the current passing through the silicon strip. The current was then quenched to cool down the sample to the temperature range between 700 °C and 800 °C and annealed for 5 min. By this preparation method, the vicinal silicon surface has been confirmed to have 7x7 reconstruction, as well as the atomically configured steps and terraces with atomic step heights.

4.2.2 Sb passivation

On this clean Si(111)-7x7 reconstructed surface, Sb is deposited by the conventional Knudsen cell thermal deposition technique. A commercially available Sb powder with a purity of 99.999% was placed in a K-cell for thermal deposition in the UHV chamber. Then Sb in the K-cell was degassed in the chamber prior to the silicon substrate preparation above.

K-cell was heated up to ca. 300 °C, which increased the pressure in the chamber to $4.4 \times 10^{-8}$ mbar, facing the Sb deposition beam towards the quartz microbalance to confirm the thermal deposition rate stability, which in this case was stabilized at 11.9 Hz/min ± 0.4%. The clean vicinal silicon substrate was then heated to 500 °C prior to the Sb deposition. Then the sample is exposed to the Sb beam for 60 sec, in order to deposit Sb layers on the silicon surface. The sample was post-annealed at 500 °C for 30 min, with
the intention to desorb excess layers of Sb above the monolayer coverage. After this procedure, the chamber pressure recovered $2.1 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar. Then, low electron energy diffraction (LEED) and UHV-STM were performed on the Sb-passivated vicinal Si(111) surface.

4.2.3 CuPc deposition

CuPc (sublimed grade (>98.5%), purchased from SynTec GmbH, Germany) was then deposited on the sample after completing the observation by LEED and UHV-STM. Before CuPc deposition, the K-cell was heated to about 465 °C under 1.2 x 10^{-10} mbar, which stabilized the molecular beam deposition rate at 2.4 Hz/min ± 2% on the quartz microbalance, which shall deposit the molecular layer at the rate of 0.3 ML/min. Then the sample at room temperature was exposed to a molecular beam for 60 sec. The deposition conditions are optimized so it can form a single molecular layer on the surface with less than full coverage. It is also to be noted that the absolute deposition rate of CuPc may vary depending on the experimental setup. Then the sample was post-annealed at 150 °C for 2 min. In order to avoid the thermal drift effect under UHV-STM over a relatively larger scan area, the low-temperature STM (LT-STM) was performed at -233 °C.

4.3 CuPc topography on Sb passivated stepped Si surface

Fig. 4.2 displays the vicinal silicon surface with Sb deposition passivation on Si(111)-7x7 reconstruction. As expected from the previous chapters in this Study, the vicinal silicon surface exerted the long-range steps and terraces, preserved after the Sb passivation process. The terrace width in this image varies from $ca.2$ to 6 x 10 nm.
Fig. 4.3 shows (a) the topographic image with constant current mode image and (b) its z-displacement normalized image with plane subtraction of the same scan area. The steps and the terraces are observed clearly over a substantial span of the surface.

Fig. 4.2 Sb passivated 0.35° vicinal Si(111) surface observed by LT UHV-STM with constant current mode at 0.4nA, +1.0 sample bias voltage. Steps and terraces are confirmed on large surface area, extended to sub-micrometer range.

Fig. 4.3 Detailed STM image on the vicinal Sb-Si(111) surface with LT-UHV-STM. (a) Contrast image (0.4nA, +0.1V) (b) its 3D plot.
It is also important to observe the smoothness of the step edges in order for the subsequent study with low dimensional structure formation with organic molecules induced by the step edges.

Fig. 4.4 Sb passivated 0.35° vicinal Si(111) surface observed by LT UHV-STM with constant current mode at 0.4nA, +1.0 sample bias voltage. Steps and terraces are confirmed on large surface area, extended to sub-micrometer range.

Fig. 4.4 shows the typical topography around the step edges after Sb deposition. It confirms that there is no significant accumulation of excess Sb atoms on the step edges. As a result, the step and terrace feature of the underneath vicinal Si(111) substrate is maintained as intended by this Study.

Furthermore, Fig. 4.5 confirms the typical height profile of a single step after Sb deposition. From the direct observation of the step height, it is confirmed that the
single step is keeping the bilayer height profile of the vicinal silicon surface underneath, which indicates the Sb layer is monatomic.

Fig. 4.5 Base line normalized topography of the vicinal Sb-Si(111) stepped surface and the height profile of a typical steps and terraces.

Fig. 4.6 shows closer observation on (a) a plateau of a terrace and (b) across a step edge. The smooth surface after Sb passivation is also confirmed by the roughness of the scanned area. The RMS roughness of the terrace and across the step edge is; 0.068 nm and 0.083 nm, respectively. The higher RMS roughness on the latter image is due to the nature of the step height in the scanning area.

In Fig. 4.6 (a), the bright spots indicated by circles are typical Sb clusters, whereas the darker feature indicated by squares are considered to be Sb layers on Si(111) surface. [71, 72, 73]
The bright spots with a diameter of *ca.* 3 nm indicated in the green circle in Fig. 4.7 (a) and inset A, are considered Sb clusters. In the analysis of Fig. 4.6, the STM image on Sb/Si(111) surface is compared to the previous reports from others on the surface prepared in a similar manner. In Fig. 4.7 are the cited images from the previous reports. The images are scaled to fit the same magnification as our image.

Inset B shows a comprehensive local structure of Sb adatom and underlying layers of Sb and Si. The blur feature in Fig. 4.7 (a) marked with a red circle, resembles the Sb adatom and second over-layer Sb atom in the report by *K.H. Park et al.* [74]
Although it is difficult to show the Sb surface structure from our image only, the comprehensive comparisons with the previous reports conclude that the bright spots in our image are Sb clusters, which lay on the underlying Sb-Si structure. The

---


density of the Sb cluster is measured to be $7.5 \times 10^{-2}$ nm$^2$, for 226 Sb clusters observed in this scanned area of 55 x 55 nm$^2$. The average size of the cluster is 2.8 nm$^2$, and the typical diameter ranges between 2-4 nm, which are elongated more often than not. A detailed study on a similar surface condition is reported elsewhere. [53, 75, 76, 77, 71, 72, 74]

Fig. 4.8 shows the LEED pattern comparison of the bare vicinal silicon surface after 7x7 reconstruction procedure (a), and after Sb passivation (b). These LEED studies were performed on the identical sample, which was studied by UHV-STM discussed above. The LEED pattern confirms the signature of 7x7 reconstruction on the bare silicon surface before Sb passivation. After the Sb passivation, it is confirmed that the three-fold symmetry from the Si substrate is preserved. By comparing with the earlier report [76], this sample exerts the indication of $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ surface reconstruction and epitaxial growth of the Sb layer from the prominent diffraction pattern. The $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ surface reconstruction and

![LEED pattern comparison](image)

Fig. 4.8 LEED pattern (a) clean Si(111)-7x7 reconstructed vicinal surface. Electron beam energy at 60.1 eV (b) Sb-Si(111) surface with beam energy at 73.5 eV. The superstructure of the surface reconstruction can be observed even after Sb passivation.
from the temperature of the sample surface during the deposition and desorption of Sb, 
\textit{i.e., ca.} 500 °C. The thickness of the Sb layer is estimated to be \textit{ca.} 1 ML according to the 
phase diagram of the earlier reports.\textsuperscript{[53, 76]}

Fig. 4.9 displays the UHV-STM image on the sub-monolayer of CuPc deposited 
on the prepared substrate above. The Sb passivated surface (dark) and CuPc domains 
(white) can be seen at the same time, which confirms the sub-monolayer deposition.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig4_9}
\caption{LT-UHV-STM topography image on CuPc submonolayer on the Sb passivated 
vicinal silicon surface. Long strips elongated vertically are the steps of the vicinal sur-
face. Island growth of CuPc submonolayer is observed. CuPc islands tend to cover the 
terraces more than across the step edges. (a) 3000 x 3000 nm\textsuperscript{2} (b) 1000 x 1000 nm\textsuperscript{2}. 
(constant current mode, 0.3 nA, 2.5 V) }
\end{figure}

Firstly, the growth of large domains of CuPc is observed over the sub-micrometer 
range. Despite the sparse CuPc deposition, CuPc sub-monolayer resulted in the formation 
of densely packed islands well separated from each other. The separation of CuPc islands 
can be more than 150 nm apart. Secondly, each CuPc domain tends to elongate parallel to
the step edges. The islands of CuPc first deplete the terraces, than crossing over the step edges to occupy neighboring terraces. Thirdly, it is also worth noticing that there is no accumulation of CuPc on the step edges on the surface outside the islands.

Since CuPc is randomly landing on the surface by the molecular beam deposition, the formation of the island domains is demonstrating the substantial mobility of CuPc on this surface.

[Molecular-Substrate configuration]

There are two different molecule-substrate configurations with different binding energies, as depicted in Fig. 4.10: Configuration (α) molecular plane parallel to the substrate surface and Configuration (β) molecular plane perpendicular to the substrate surface where Configuration (α) is usually considered more stable than Configuration (β).

[Molecular-Molecular configuration]

There are two molecule-molecule configurations at the substrate surface: two neighboring molecules with their planes parallel to the substrate surface as expected in Configuration (α), and two molecules with their planes perpendicular to the substrate surface as expected in Configuration (β), where the latter enables a rather strong molecule-molecule interaction due to the columnar stacking which may easily overcompensate the lower molecule-substrate binding.
Namely, CuPc can overcome the local binding force on Sb-passivated Si(111) surface and can move to the extent to find the neighboring island domain. At the same time, the intermolecular attraction force between CuPc is strong enough to pin the molecule to the island that it is attaching to. This is evident from the fact that CuPc self-aggregated on the Sb passivated surface.
It could fairly well be that during preparation, the molecules are mainly landing with their planes parallel to the surface and diffuse this way at low coverage over the substrate surface. With increasing coverage, molecule-molecule interactions come into play where the erection of the mass of the diffusing molecules be eased when they cross a step edge on the substrate.

Fig 4.11 (a) Detailed STM image on a CuPc island. The fine stripe-like feature confirms columnar growth mode of CuPc parallel to the surface. Marked by squares are the typical orientation of columns in each domain where the features are more prominent. CuPc molecule’s in-plane direction is parallel to the step edges dominantly. The same characteristics are confirmed on other islands of CuPc sub-monolayer too. (constant current mode, 0.3 nA, 2.5 V) (b) schematic drawing of the CuPc profile.
It is also derived that the attraction force of CuPc to form the island on the terrace (CuPc-Terrace) is stronger than CuPc attaching to the step edges (CuPc-Step) because if CuPc is attaching to the step edges stronger than the attraction force to form island domain, CuPc should have first aggregated along the step edges before forming the island. However, the finding of this report does not show aggregation of CuPc along the step edges before the island formation, which contradicts the finding of this Study.

Fig 4.11 shows the detailed topography of a CuPc island on an identical surface. CuPc clearly exerts organized structures. There are columnar structures, expanding in 3 different directions, which create domains. The typical columnar features are identified by squares in Fig 4.11 as (A), (B), and (C) in the middle of each domain. The distance between the columns is statistically measured, which are $1.5 \pm 0.1$ nm, $1.8 \pm 0.2$ nm, and $2.4 \pm 0.3$ nm for Domain A, B, and C, respectively. These distances are in alignment with the previous reports, which are compared in Table 4-1. This confirms that the columnar feature in Fig 4.11 is CuPc columns lying on the surface.\textsuperscript{[16,78]}

Table 4-1 Previously reported distances between columns of CuPc in crystalline structures. a- and c-axis refer the crystallographic orientation as depicted in Fig. 3.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a-axis [nm]</th>
<th>c-axis [nm]</th>
<th>Reported by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>\textit{Nakamura et al.} [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>\textit{Hiesgen et al.} [78]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4.12 illustrates the distinct domains of columnar growth modes, carefully observed at the step edge with a kink of the step edge. CuPc is well aligned along the step
edges by stacking each other, as depicted in the Configuration (β) in Fig. 4.10. The columns of CuPc stack are lying flat on the surface.

It is also observed that the majority of CuPc’ in-plane direction is diagonal to the step edges, in this case [11\(\overline{2}\)] direction. Namely, Domain B and C in Fig 4.11 are more dominant over Domain A. In fact, Domain A covers only 14% of the surface on this sample, whereas Domain B, C collectively covers 86%, which shows the anisotropy of the columnar growth mode.

Fig. 4.12 Columns of CuPc along the step edge around a kink, and identified domains of the columnar growth modes. Several domains are observed adjacent to each other. Anomaly of columnar direction is observed around the kink of the step edge. (constant current mode, 0.3 nA, 2.5 V)
While the majority of CuPc orientation is diagonal to the step edges, \textit{i.e.}, Domain B or C, it could observe some domains perpendicular to the step edges, especially around the kinks of the step edges, \textit{i.e.}, Domain A. Fig. 4.13 is an example of Domain A. It is interesting to note that such columnar growth tends to be found around the kinks of step edges (indicated as (A) in Fig. 4.12), or the step edges that are not parallel to adjacent step edge, where prominent features are marked in dashed white line in Fig. 4.13. Though the majority of CuPc in-plane direction is diagonal to the step edges, certain parts on the island showed an anomaly in the orientation.

Fig. 4.13 Anomaly of the growth mode on the terrace between unparalled step edges. The majority of the columns are parallel to the step edge, although both growth modes were found. (constant current mode, 0.3 nA, 2.5 V)
4.4 Summary

It is confirmed that Sb passivated stepped vicinal Si(111)-7x7 surface can induce the ordered growth mode of CuPc sub-monolayer, with CuPc in-plane direction diagonal to the step edges.

Surprisingly, the orientation of the CuPc columns is diagonal to the step edges of the vicinal surface, contrary to the findings on the H passivated surface. Sb passivated Si(111) surface allows substantial molecular diffusion of CuPc, which is confirmed by the island growth. At the same time, it is confirmed that CuPc-CuPc intermolecular interaction is stronger than CuPc-Step attraction force, only in which case CuPc can exert the island growth before aggregation to the step edges. It is also shown that there is anisotropy in the columnar growth direction.

The successful control of CuPc thin film order by Sb passivation versus H passivation gives insights on the practical processing of such a hybrid device utilizing the Sb passivation, which is more practical than H passivation in terms of process accessibility.
5 Analysis and comparison with the recent studies

From these observations, CuPc on the passivated stepped surface is confirmed to exert a self-assembly feature. On H passivated vicinal Si(111) surface, CuPc formed columns that are parallel to the step edges in the middle of the terrace. On Sb passivated vicinal Si(111) surface, the CuPc grows columns of which the majority aligned diagonally to the step edges. Such columnar growth is confirmed to extend on the terraces, on the area isolated from the step edges apart for more than 100 nm order.

(a) H passivated

(b) Sb passivated

Fig. 5.1 Proposed model of CuPc self-assembled alignment on (a) H passivated and (b) Sb passivated vicinal Si(111) substrates.
From the images in the same magnifications, it is more obvious that the configuration of CuPc is different between H and Sb passivated surfaces with respect to the surface. Fig. 5.1 shows the summary of the findings of this Study and the corresponding models of CuPc and vicinal Si stepped substrate.

On Sb passivated vicinal silicon surface, the dangling bonds on a terrace are all deactivated by Sb termination, while the step edge leaves the dangling bonds unterminated. CuPc on the terrace is mobile enough on the deactivated Sb-Si(111) surface until it reaches the dangling bond on the step edge to be pinned. The in-plane direction of CuPc is attached perpendicular to the dangling bond. The CuPc which is attached to the step edge, serves as the nucleation site of the subsequent columnar growth. From the crystallographic nature of CuPc, the columns grow diagonal to the step edge.

On the contrary, on H passivated vicinal silicon surface, there is no dangling bond to pin CuPc. Thus, CuPc attaches to the substrate with more area of interaction, which is achieved by lying flat on the surface. The following observations support this conclusion.

5.1 The direction of one-dimensional growth of CuPc with respect to step edges

The surprising findings of CuPc column direction difference with respect to the step edge between H and Sb passivation can be explained by the surface passivation and the dangling bonds on the step edges.
[CuPc on clean Si(111)-7x7 surface]

On the clean Si(111)-7x7 substrate, CuPc is pinned at random sites on the terrace and shows no self-assembly feature, as shown in Fig. 3.10. This confirms that the dangling bonds on the Si(111)-7x7 is acting as the anchor to CuPc, which explains the random sites of CuPc attachment. Noticeably, CuPc is lying flat on the substrate depicted as Configuration (α) in Fig. 4.10. It is concluded that the CuPc in-plane orientation is perpendicular to the direction of the dangling bonds, which in this case are sticking out perpendicular from Si(111)-7x7 surface.

[CuPc on H-Si(111) surface]

On H-passivated Si(111) surface, the atomic hydrogen terminates the dangling bonds on the surface, including the terraces and the step edges, to which leaves no anchor to CuPc to attach. As confirmed in the thermal desorption experiment in Fig. 3.9, CuPc is weakly interacting with H-passivated Si(111) surface, which allows CuPc to lie flat, which coincides with earlier reports.[16, 28] CuPc is laterally mobile on this condition on a terrace, which may have been bounced back and forth between two step edges.
The molecular mobility on the steps and terraces on a crystalline surface are discussed and studied in the light of the surface potential barrier, which was originally reported theoretically by Schwoebel et al.\cite{68} and experimentally by Ehrlich et al.\cite{79}. The reports discussed the mechanism of the growth of the mobile atom on the top surface, where it encounters a potential barrier at the step edge, referred to as the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier (ESB). (Fig. 5.2) The ESB barrier gives rise to the potential barrier at the step edge, where not only an atom but also organic molecules going over the step towards descending direction may also experience the potential barrier and can be bounced back to the terrace.\cite{69}

![Fig. 5.2 Potential diagram over the step edge proposed by Schwoebel et al.\cite{68}](image)

The cross section of a monatomic step in a surface is schematically represented. The step edge between A and B gives rise to the potential variation. Reproduced from Schwoebel et al. [68], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

Though H passivated Si(111) surface has three-fold symmetry in rotation, CuPc showed one-dimensional growth, which has lower rotational symmetry. The ESB potential by the step edges on H passivated Si(111) may explain the breaking of the symmetry of the rotation, which gives rise to the one-dimensional growth with the nucleation sites even in the middle of terraces.
[CuPc on Sb-Si(111) surface]

On Sb-passivated Si(111) surface, contrary to the H-passivated surface, the step edges play an important role in the nucleation of the columnar growth of CuPc. The phenomena can be explained by the excess dangling bonds on the step edges, whereas the dangling bonds on the terrace are terminated by Sb passivation.

The dangling bonds on Si(111) surface can be terminated by Sb on a flat surface, as previously reported, as depicted in Fig. 5.3.\textsuperscript{[80]} However, such termination may not be expected on the side of the step edges or the step kinks, where the crystal structures are altered. Thus, it is plausible to assume the dangling bonds still remain active on the side of the step edge and the step kinks.

Fig. 5.3 Zimmermann et al.\textsuperscript{[80]} reported the Sb atom terminates the Si(111) surface by substitution, leaving no unpaired dangling bonds.\textsuperscript{3}

From the finding from CuPc on a clean Si(111)-7x7, it is anticipated that CuPc in-plane orientation attaches perpendicular to the dangling bonds. Since CuPc is mobile on the substrate when landing randomly on the terrace, CuPc moves around until it is pinned by the dangling bond on the step edges or kinks, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Since

\textsuperscript{3} Reprinted (adapted) with permission from J. Phys. Chem., vol. 123, 2019, P. Zimmermann, K. Majer, P. Kocan, I. Ostadal and P. Sobotik, "Role of Dangling Bond State Occupancy in Adsorption of Copper Phthalocyanine on Si(111)-Sn- √3x√3," pp. 16232-16238, Copyright (2021) American Chemical Society.
CuPc is pinned perpendicular to the dangling bond, CuPc stands perpendicular to the surface as Configuration (β) in Fig. 4.10. After the first CuPc attached to the step edge or kink, this CuPc serves as the nucleation site for the subsequent CuPc columnar growth. Due to the crystallographic stability, CuPc columns grow diagonal to the step edges which can be understood from the CuPc bulk structure reported elsewhere.[16, 28, 29, 78] By this mechanism, the domain (A), (B) in Fig 4.11 can be understood. As to domain (A), the straight columnar growth can be the result of the anchor effect due to the dangling bonds both on kinks and the step edges.

Wagner et al. [77] reported the growth mode of zinc phthalocyanine thin film on the deactivated Si(111) surface with steps and terraces. In their study showed the zinc phthalocyanine grew columnar structure perpendicular to the step edges, which shows a similar trend to the findings of this Study. (Fig. 5.4) Both results can be understood from the attachment of CuPc to the dangling bonds on the step edges.

Fig. 5.4 STM topography of sub-monolayer zinc phthalocyanine molecules on Si(111)-B $\sqrt{3}$ x $\sqrt{3}$R30° surface.[77] The columns of Pc molecules grow perpendicular to the step edge.4

---

Similar attempts to control the molecular superstructure utilizing the silicon stepped surface was reported by Nakamura et al.\textsuperscript{[28]} In their study, phthalocyanine thin film was formed on the H passivated Si(001)-2x1 reconstructed surface. (Fig. 5.5) Their results show the bidirectional growth of CuPc on the H passivated Si(001)-2x1 surface with the step separation of \textit{ca.} 4 nm. CuPc thin film topographies confirm bidirectional but non-selective growth mode with respect to the step edges. The square-like growth mode on Si(001) may be attributed to the rotational symmetry of the Si(001)-2x1 surface structure when collectively understood with the report, whereas on Si(111) surface showed three-fold symmetry in rotation of CuPc thin film.\textsuperscript{[29]} Namely, CuPc thin film structure inherits the rotational symmetry of the Si substrate. However, these results cannot be directly compared due to the large difference in the average step widths, \textit{i.e.}, 4 nm (Nakamura et al.) and 90 nm (this Study).

Fig. 5.5 (a)AFM topography of CuPc film deposited on flat Si(001)-2x1-H surface at 60 °C. Bidirectional molecular stack formation can be observed. (b) AFM image of CuPc deposited on vicinal Si(001)-2x1-H surface with \textit{ca.} 4 nm regular step separation. Reproduced from Nakamura et al. [28], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
The molecular mobility across the step edge may also encourage the nucleation of CuPc on the dangling bonds at the step edge. One of the possible explanations for such behavior of CuPc can be explained in the model, as depicted in Fig. 5.6. As CuPc molecule laterally moves on the surface over a step edge, such surface alternation may contribute to induce “flipping” of CuPc by disturbing the area of contact between CuPc and the substrate, which eventually helps CuPc to attach to the dangling bonds on the step edge. Such dynamics need to be understood not in the conventional mechanics with gravity but rather in the quantum mechanical forces.

Fig. 5.6 Schematic model of dynamic behavior of CuPc. (1) As CuPc molecule laterally moves over surface over step edge, or roughness in general, (2) such surface alternation may contribute to induce “flipping” of CuPc by disturbing the area of contact between CuPc and the substrate, which will help CuPc pinned to the dangling bond on the step edge. Such dynamics need to be understood not in the conventional mechanics with gravity, but rather in the quantum mechanical forces. (reproduced from the private discussion with Prof. Dr. M. Hietschold, Chemnitz University of Technology, Germany, and with Prof. Dr. Y. Takakuwa, Tohoku University, Japan)
6 Conclusion

As anticipated in the purpose of the Study, the alignment of CuPc can be substantially controlled by the dangling bonds on the step edges acting as an anchor, whereas on the terraces, the molecular mobility is maintained to allow CuPc to self-assemble the superstructure.

It is confirmed that the step structure of the vicinal silicon surface determines the growth mode of CuPc thin film, inducing anisotropy of CuPc orientation. The detailed orientation of CuPc in the thin film showed a surprising effect by surface passivation either with H or Sb.

Both H passivation and Sb passivation on Si(111) surface induce substantial molecular mobility of CuPc on the terraces, which resulted in long-range island growth due to the dangling bonds terminated by the surface passivation. The island growth confirmed that CuPc-CuPc intermolecular interaction is stronger than the CuPc-Step attraction force, only in which case CuPc can form such islands.

To the surprise, sparsely deposited CuPc exerted a one-dimensional structure parallel to the step edges in the middle of a wide terrace on the vicinal H passivated
Si(111)-7x7 surface. The effect of the step edge direction is evident. The Ehrlich-Schwoe-bel barrier is proposed as a speculated mechanism that induces such one-dimensional alignment with the step edges of the Si substrate.

On Sb passivated Si(111)-7x7 surface, the orientation of the CuPc columns is diagonal to the step edges of the vicinal surface, contrary to the findings on the H passivated surface, which is anticipated due to the dangling bonds on the step edges and on the step kinks. Sb passivated Si(111) surface allows substantial molecular diffusion of CuPc, which is confirmed by the island growth.

It is also found that CuPc in-plane orientation differs between H passivated and Sb passivated surface, where CuPc lays flat on the surface on H passivated Si(111)-7x7 surface, depicted as Configuration (α) in Fig. 4.10. On the contrary, CuPc stands vertical on Sb passivated Si(111)-7x7 surface, depicted as Configuration (β). The vertical configuration of CuPc can be explained by two mechanism that is; (1) nucleation of CuPc on the dangling bonds on the side of the step edges on Sb passivated surface, and (2) the flipping effect on a relatively rough surface due to Sb clustering on Si(111) surface.

From the comparison of these studies, it is deduced that the low-dimensional molecular structure can be controlled by selecting the surface passivation, which gives rise to the molecular mobility, and the anchor effect due to the step edges on the vicinal silicon surface.
On Sb passivated vicinal silicon surface, the dangling bonds on a terrace are all deactivated by Sb termination, while the step edge leaves the dangling bonds unterminated. CuPc on the terrace is mobile enough on the deactivated Sb-Si(111) surface, until it reaches the dangling bond on the step edge to be pinned. The in-plane direction of CuPc is attached perpendicular to the dangling bond. The CuPc which is attached to the step edge, serves as the nucleation site of the subsequent columnar growth. From the crystallographic nature of CuPc, the columns grow diagonal to the step edge.

On H passivated vicinal silicon surface, there is no dangling bonds to pin CuPc. Thus, CuPc attaches to the substrate with more area of interaction, which is achieved by lying flat on the surface. The following observations support this conclusion.

The results of this Study indicate the fabrication of the low molecular superstructure on the silicon surface is accessible by optimizing these parameters, including vicinal silicon step density, surface passivation, and molecular mobility, possibly varying the deposition temperature.

Thanks to the recent advancement in surface technology, the silicon surface design technique is available for a wide variety of industrial applications. Further studies towards the realization of the organic-inorganic hybrid device are much anticipated utilizing the self-organizational feature of organic molecules when combined with the inorganic semiconductor surface with the foundation technologies.
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